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The recently upgraded phase-contrast imagingsPCId diagnostic is used to characterize the transition
from the low sLd to the enhancedDa sEDAd high sHd confinement mode in Alcator C-ModfI. H.
Hutchinson, R. Boivin, F. Bombardaet al., Phys. Plasmas1, 1511 s1994dg plasmas. PCI yields
information on line integrated density fluctuations along vertical chords. The number of channels
has been increased from 12 to 32 and the sampling rate from 1 MHz to 10 MHz. This expansion of
diagnostic capabilities is used to study broadband turbulence inL and EDAH mode and to analyze
the quasicoherentsQCd mode associated with EDAH mode. Changes in broadband turbulence at the
transition fromL to EDA H mode can be interpreted as an effect of the Doppler rotation of the bulk
plasma. Additional fluctuation measurements ofDa light and the poloidal magnetic field show
features correlated with PCI in two different frequency ranges at the transition. The backtransition
from EDA H to L mode, the so-called enhanced neutronsENd mode, is investigated by new high
frequencys132 and 140 GHzd reflectometer channels operating in the ordinarysOd mode. This
additional hardware has been installed in an effort to study localized turbulence associated with
internal transport barrierssITBsd. The EN mode is a suitable candidate for this study, since an ITB
exists transiently as the outer density decreases much faster than the core density in this mode. The
fact that the density decays from the outside inward allows us to study fluctuations progressing
towards the plasma core. Our results mark the first localized observation of the QC mode at medium
density: 2.231020 m−3 s132 GHzd. Correlating the reflectometry measurements with other
fluctuating quantities provides some insight regarding the causality of the EN-mode
development. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1899161g

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent transport associated with the transition from
the low sLd to the high sHd confinement mode1 in fusion
plasmas remains enigmatic. In order to make progress to-
wards an understanding of how the edge transport barrier in
H modes is created, we are proceeding along several av-
enues:sid A continued development of the capabilities of
fluctuation diagnostics,sii d linear and nonlinear simulations
treating a parameter range found in present day magnetic
confinement fusion devices,siii d a combination of these
simulations with viewing geometry and response functions
of actual diagnostics, the so-called “synthetic diagnostics,”2

and sivd comparisons between different confinement con-
cepts, i.e., tokamaks and stellarators. A subelement of these
thrusts is, e.g., cross correlations between diagnostics insid.
An alternative, computationally less demanding, approach to
siii d has been proposed where turbulent “events” are simu-
lated using prescribed temporal and spatial behaviors.3

Events are created in the actual magnetic field geometry of

experiments and combined with integration along diagnostic
sightlines, the measurements can be modeled. The latter
method has initially been used to study effects of sheared and
nonsheared flows on turbulence and will be applied to inves-
tigate circularseddyd and radially elongatedsstreamerd struc-
tures.

In the present paper we treatsid by studying fluctuations
in the electron density of Alcator C-ModsRef. 4d plasmas
using reflectometry5–7 and phase-contrast imagingsPCId.8–11

These measurements are studied in conjunction with electron
temperature and fluctuations inDa light and the poloidal
magnetic fieldBu. We also briefly compare the results to
small-angle scattering measurements of density
fluctuations12 made in the Wendelstein 7-ASsW7-ASd
stellarator.13

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe
the two discharges analyzed, give an overview of the fluc-
tuation diagnostics used, and the spectral analysis tools em-
ployed. We analyze a shot displaying anL-H transition in
Sec. III, emphasizing PCI measurements but connecting
those measurements to other fluctuating fields and the elec-
tron temperature. The enhanced neutronsENd mode,14 aris-
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ing from anH-L backtransition, is studied in Sec. IV, prima-
rily by reflectometry measurements. A discussion of our
observations, future analysis, and diagnostic upgrades follow
in Sec. V, and finally our conclusions are presented in Sec.
VI.

II. THE EXPERIMENTS

A. Description of the discharge types

C-Mod is a compactsmajor radiusR0=0.67 m, minor
radiusa=0.21 md, diverted tokamak with the ability to run
high toroidal magnetic fieldBfsø8 Td, high plasma current
Ipsø2 MAd, and high electron densitynesø1.531021 m−3d
plasmas. The walls are covered by molybdenum tiles and
boronization is used regularly to reduce the impurity content
of the plasmas. Auxiliary heating presently consists of ion
cyclotron radio frequencysICRFd minority heating using 2
two-strap antennas at 80 MHz and 1 four-strap antenna with
a variable frequency between 50 and 80 MHz.

Wave forms of some of the main plasma parameters at
theL-H transition are shown in Fig. 1. The toroidal magnetic
field Bf=6.4 T and the plasma currentIp=1 MA. The appli-
cation of 2.7 MW of ICRF heating—which is well above the
L-H threshold power—at 0.6 s leads to anL-H transition at
0.61 s, lasting until after the ICRF has been switched off at
1.5 s. The ICRF frequency in this case is 80 MHz, corre-
sponding to off-axis heating on the low field side, at about
75% of the minor radius. The central electron densityne

measured by Thomson scattering15 changes from 1.8
31020 m−3 to 3.131020 m−3 at the transition, while the cen-
tral electron temperatureTe remains 1.7 keV. The long last-
ing, steady-stateH mode is an enhancedDa sEDAd H
mode,16 characterized by the quasicoherentsQCd mode ob-
served by several fluctuation diagnostics and localized in the
center of the edge density gradient.5–8,10,17,18Transport in the
EDA H mode is increased somewhat compared to the edge
localized modesELMd free H mode. It has been shown that
the QC mode can account for the increased edge particle
transport observed in EDAH mode.17 As a consequence of

this enhanced transport the density stays constant and no
impurity accumulation is observed, so the EDAH mode can
be sustained for the entire discharge length. This is a desir-
able trait for a fusion reactor operating regime, simulta-
neously avoiding ELMs.

An overview of the second discharge we use to study an
EDA H- to L-mode transition is shown in Fig. 2. Here,Bf

=6.4 T as for the first shot, butIp=1.2 MA. Again, 2.7 MW
of ICRF heating leads to the formation of an EDAH mode,
but this time a series of EDAH- to L-mode backtransitions
occur. The centralne reaches 4.331020 m−3 and the central
Te is 1.8 keV.

B. Turbulence diagnostics

The PCI diagnostic measures electron density fluctua-
tions line integrated along vertical chords, see Fig. 3. The
main feature of this technique is that laser light scattered off
density fluctuations acquires a phase shift proportional to
those fluctuations. By shifting the phase between the unscat-
tered and scattered lightsusing a phase plated, this phase
variation is converted to an amplitude variation on the detec-
tor array. We use a 25 W continuous wave CO2 laser having
a wavelength of 10.6mm. For a more extensive description
of the method, see Ref. 8 and references therein. Recently,
the number of channels has been expanded from 12 to 32, so
that our coverage of the major radiusR has increased from 5
to 13 cm. A sound burst is measured before each shot, see
Fig. 4. This is used to obtain the distance between chords and
can also be utilized to find the line integrated density fluc-
tuations in units of m−2. The data acquisition system has
been upgraded from a 12 bit system sampling at 1 MHz to a
16 bit compact peripheral component interconnectscPCId
scheme, usually sampling all 32 channels at 10 MHz. A de-
tailed description of the upgrade will be presented elsewhere.

During 2003, two high frequencys132 and 140 GHzd
ordinary sOd mode reflectometer channels became opera-

FIG. 1. Discharge overview for shot 104 03 10 007 from top to bottom:
Stored energy, line integrated density, ICRF power, andDa light vs time.
The vertical dashed line marks the transition fromL to EDA H mode.

FIG. 2. Discharge overview for shot 104 03 10 021 from top to bottom:
Stored energy, line integrated density, ICRF power, andDa light vs time.
The dotted trace in the bottom plot shows the neutron rate in arbitrary units.
The vertical dashed line marks the transition from EDAH to L mode
studied.
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tional in C-Mod, corresponding to densities of 2.2
31020 m−3 and 2.431020 m−3, see Fig. 3.19 These dedicated
fluctuation measurements complement the lower frequency
reflectometry system, consisting of five amplitude modulated
sAM d O-mode channels covering a frequency range from 50
to 110 GHz. The AM system has been used for both profile

and fluctuation measurements, for further details see Refs.
5–7. An advantage of reflectometry, with respect to PCI, is
localization close to the cutoff densities, but quantitative in-
terpretation of reflectometry measurements requires full-
wave codes.7,20–22The very high densities typical for C-Mod
mean that the low frequency reflectometer is limited to the
edge gradient region. However, as we shall see, the high
frequency channels can in some cases be used to study inter-
nal transport barrierssITBsd.

We correlate PCI and reflectometry measurements with
fluctuations inDa light and Bu. All sightlines are shown in
Fig. 3.

C. Spectral analysis tools

1. Autopower

The raw voltage signal from a PCI channel is denoted
SsRj ,td, j being the channel numbers1–32d. The autopower
spectrum is defined as

PsRj,nd = U 1

T
E

t1

t2

SsRj,tdei2pntdtU2

, s1d

whereT= t2− t1 is the time interval andv=2pn. The auto-
power in a certain frequency bandDn=n2−n1,

PbsRjd =
1

Dn
E

n1

n2

PsRj,nddn, s2d

is called the band autopowersor band powerd, as indicated
by the lowercase superscript,b, in Eq. s2d. The definitions in
Eqs. s1d and s2d are also valid for reflectometry measure-
ments, usingS to represent the complex reflectometry signal.

Let us at this point describe the physical meaning ofS,
which is different for PCI and reflectometry. For the PCI
measurements

SPCI ~E dnszddz, s3d

where dn is the electron density fluctuations andz is the
vertical coordinate parallel to the chords, see Fig. 3.8 Power
spectra basically square this signalfsee Eq.s1dg, so they are
proportional todn2. As a consequence, these spectra might
display an increase even if the relative fluctuation leveldn/n
decreases. This could occur, e.g., at anL- to EDA H-mode
transition, because the density increases due to the steepen-
ing of the edge density gradient. For reflectometry the quali-
tative expression is

Sreflectometry~ dncsRcd, s4d

where dnc is the electron density fluctuations at the cutoff
layer andRc is the major radius of the cutoff layer.7 Since the
cutoff densitync is determined by the fixed frequency of the
launched wave, the reflectometry signal is a direct measure
of the relative fluctuation leveldnc/nc. Therefore power
spectra are proportional tosdnc/ncd2. The difference between
the physical interpretation of PCI and reflectometry measure-
ments will be discussed further in Sec. V A.

FIG. 3. sColord. Machine outline and equilibrium fitsEFITd flux surfaces for
shot 104 03 10 007 at 0.74 s. The diagnostic lines-of-sight are shown in red:
The vertical lines are the PCI chords, the two lines meeting atR=0.8 m are
the reflectometer viewing geometries, the square is the position of the po-
loidal magnetic field measurement, and the cone expanding towards the
inner wall is theDa-light diode view.

FIG. 4. The 2 ms time window where the 15 kHz sound burst is detected by
the 32 PCI channels. The vertical markers are displaced using the sound
speed, 340 m/s: Propagation towards channel 1 from channel 32 is clearly
visible. The signal in channel 7 is small due to an electronics fault inside the
detector.
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Since PCI has 32 chords, one can resolve the autopower
as a function of wave numberkR. To do this, we calculate the
two-dimensional Fourier transform

PskR,nd = U 1

31DR
E

R1

R32S 1

T
E

t1

t2

SsR,tdei2pntdtDe−ikRRdRU2

.

s5d

The minimum wave numberkmin is determined by the
distance between the outermost chords according to

kmin =
2p

32DR
, s6d

with DR being the distance between adjacent chordsshere,
DR=3.8 mmd. The maximum wavenumberkmax is defined as

kmax=
p

DR
, s7d

so the range of wave numbers covered by PCI is
f−8.3,8.3g cm−1. The resolution in wave-number space is
equal to kmin. To illustrate Eq. s5d, we show the two-
dimensional Fourier transform of the raw data from the 15
kHz sound burst in Fig. 5. This analysis establishes that a
positive snegatived kR corresponds to fluctuations traveling
towards the highslowd field side. Because channel 7 has a
noisy signal ssee Fig. 4d we set it as being equal to the
average of channels 6 and 8 when calculating the two-
dimensional Fourier transform.

2. Correlations

The cross covariance between two time seriesx andy is
given as

Rxystd =
1

N
o
k=0

N−utu−1

sxk+utu − x̄dsyk − ȳd for t , 0,

Rxystd =
1

N
o
k=0

N−t−1

sxk − x̄dsyk+t − ȳd for t ù 0, s8d

where t is time lag andN is the size of the two series.23

Similarly, the cross correlation is conventionally defined in
terms of cross covariances as

Cxystd =
Rxystd

ÎRxxs0d 3 Ryys0d
. s9d

So, if Cxystd has a maximum at a positive time lagt, the
correlated feature is observed in seriesx first, and then in
seriesy a timet later.

III. L- TO EDA H-MODE TRANSITION

A. Line integrated density fluctuations

We begin this section by analyzing a single PCI channel,
17, that views vertically atR=0.7 m sthrough the plasma
core inside theq=1 surface, see Fig. 3d. The signal in a
single channel contains information on turbulence at all
scales where the diagnostic is sensitive. The maximum wave
number is determined by the width of a single detector ele-
ment s0.75 mmd, combined with the condensation factor of
the laser beam on the receiving tablesa factor of 5d. This
yields a maximumkR of 16.8 cm−1. The minimumkR swhere
the diagnostic response is reduced by 50%d is 0.6 cm−1.
Fluctuations at wave numbers exceeding an absolute value of
8.3 cm−1 will be spatially aliased into thef−8.3,8.3g cm−1

range of two-dimensional Fourier transform spectra, see Sec.
II C 1.

In the main plot of Fig. 6 we show the spectrogram
sautopower spectra vs timed of PCI chord 17, passing
through the plasma core, for the shot shown in Fig. 1. We
display frequencies up to 2 MHz, turbulence decays rapidly
above this frequency. At the transition fromL to EDA H
mode at 0.61 s, several distinctive features appear:sid The
frequency spectrum of broadband turbulence widens signifi-
cantly, sii d modes observed at frequencies close to the center

FIG. 5. sColord. Two-dimensional Fourier transform spectra of the 15 kHz
PCI sound-burst signals shown in Fig. 4, 1 kHz frequency resolution. A peak
is observed atkR=2.6 cm−1 sand 15 kHzd corresponding to the sound wave
and a line fromkR=0 cm−1 sand 0 kHzd to that peak corresponds to the
sound speed.

FIG. 6. sColord. Main plot: Spectrogram of a core PCI channels17d vs time.
The color scale is logarithmic, time resolution is 1 ms, and frequency reso-
lution is 5 kHz. The vertical dashed line marks the transition fromL to EDA
H mode. Bottom plot: Traces of stored energysblackd, ICRF powersredd,
andDa light sblued.
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of the gap frequency associated with toroidal Alfvén eigen-
modessTAEsd at the q=1 surface appear andsiii d the QC
mode is observed, at first rather weak but stronger 70 ms into
the EDA H mode. The mode frequency decreases until it
settles at 125 kHz; this change is most likely due to the
development of the bulk plasma rotation. In general, the fre-
quency detected by PCI is a combination of a mode fre-
quency of the instability observedse.g., ion temperature gra-
dient driven or trapped electron modesd plus a contribution
due to theE3B Doppler shift of the signal:

nlab = ninstability + nE3B, s10d

where

nE3B =
1

lu

vE3B =
ku

2p

Er

Bf

s11d

andEr is the radial electric field.24 Er from the lowest-order
force balance equation is given by

Er = svfI
Bu − vuI

Bfd +
1

eZInI
= PI , s12d

whereI is the measured impurity species,vfI
is the toroidal

velocity, andvuI
is the poloidal velocity.25

There are two phases in this EDAH mode, the first 100
ms with TAE activity and broadband turbulence beyond 2
MHz. The TAEs disappear and the broadband turbulence
range becomes somewhat reduced during the second, more
stationary phase. The stored energy decreases in the second
period, see Fig. 1. A possible reason for the lack of late TAE
activity is an increase of density in the initial EDAH-mode
phase, leading to a decrease of the fast ion tail population. In
the remainder of the current section we compareL-mode
measurements at 0.57 s to EDAH-mode measurements at
0.9 s.

We showL- and EDAH-mode autopower spectra in Fig.
7 up to the PCI Nyquist frequency, 5 MHz. The left-hand
plot showsL-mode ssolid lined and EDA H-mode sdotted
lined autopower spectra. TheL-mode spectrum extends up to
1 MHz, whereas the EDAH-mode spectrum exhibits broad-
band turbulence up to 2 MHz. In addition, the QC mode is
visible at 125 kHz as a distinguishing feature of the EDAH
mode. The dynamic range of the measurements is shown to

be excellent; there are more than five orders of magnitude
from the QC-mode amplitude to the noise floor. The right-
hand plot shows the same EDAH-mode plot as the one in
the left-hand plot, but this time theL-mode frequency scale
has been multiplied by two. When theL-mode frequency
scale is doubled, theL-mode spectrum nearly overlays the
EDA H-mode spectrum. The only difference is the character-
istic QC mode in the EDAH mode. This self-similarity of
the spectra could be explained by an increase of theE3B
velocity by a factor of 2 between steady-stateL and EDAH
mode, see Eqs.s10d and s11d. Similar results have been
found for small-angle scattering measurements of density
fluctuations made in W7-AS.26–28 However, the trend was
opposite in W7-AS: TheE3B velocity decreased at theL-
H transition.

The “L-mode scaling factor,” i.e., the factor that one uses
as a multiplier to overlayL- and EDAH-mode autopower
spectra, is shown vs time in Fig. 8. Here, theL-mode scaling
factor was calculated by fitting the base lineL-mode auto-
power spectrumsat 0.57 sd to autopower spectra at all other
times; we used thef0.2, 2g MHz frequency range and a 5
kHz frequency resolution. After theL- to EDA H-mode tran-
sition, theL-mode scaling factor increases from 1 to 2 in
about 100 ms.

Let us now investigate PCI measurements where we
have resolved wave numbers by analyzing the two-
dimensional Fourier transform. In Fig. 9 we display wave-
number-frequency spectra ofL mode sleft-hand plotd and
EDA H modesright-hand plotd. As established above, a posi-
tive snegatived kR corresponds to fluctuations traveling to-
wards the highslowd field side. TheL-mode fluctuations ex-
ist below 500 kHz and increase in amplitude away fromkR

=0 cm−1. The only systematic behavior to be seen is that
larger amplitude turbulence extends to higher frequencies for
greater wave numbers. Turning to the EDAH-mode wave-
number-frequency spectra, we first of all see the QC mode as
two large amplitude “islands” in the plot, one for each sign
of kR. It is known from measurements made using Langmuir
probes that the QC mode rotates in the electron diamagnetic

FIG. 7. Left: Autopower spectra of a PCI core channels17d in L modessolid
lined and EDAH modesdotted lined. Right: Same spectra as in the left-hand
plot, but the frequency scale of theL-mode spectrum has been multiplied by
a factor of two. The spectra are averaged over 10 ms and shown with a 5
kHz frequency resolution. The small spikes at 750 kHz and 3.3 MHz are due
to electronic pickup.

FIG. 8. L-mode scaling factor vs time; the time resolution is 10 ms. Dia-
monds areL-mode points, triangles are EDAH-mode points. The vertical
dashed line marks the transition fromL to EDA H mode.
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drift sDDd direction, see Fig. 3scounter clockwised.17 This
fact, combined with PCI conventions, means that the nega-
tive spositived wave-number peak is the QC mode at the
bottom stopd of the plasma:kR=−4.0s5.1d cm−1. Broadband
turbulence is significant up to 1.5 MHz, especially at wave
numbers greater than or equal to where the QC-mode peaks.
The slight top-bottom asymmetry of turbulence seen in Fig.
9 occurs both due to intrinsic properties of turbulencessee,
e.g., Ref. 29d and due to flux surface geometry differences
between the top and bottom of the plasma, see the analysis at
the end of this section. Larger inboard-outboard asymmetries
also exist due to the ballooning nature of turbulence.

Wave-number-frequency spectra are also roughly self-
similar when we confine ourselves to a single wave number,
see Fig. 10. The left-hand plot showsL- and EDAH-mode
spectra atkR=5.2 cm−1. The L-mode spectrum decreases
monotonically for increasing frequencies beyond 100 kHz
and reaches the noise level at 1 MHz. The QC mode is
prominent for the EDAH-mode spectrum, and the broadband
fluctuations have a shoulder centered at 600 kHz separating
two slopes. The high frequency slope is visible up to 2 MHz.
Multiplying the L-mode frequencies by two in this case
brings the spectra into approximate agreement, see the right-
hand plot in Fig. 10. The shoulder at large positive wave
numbers is averaged out by a corresponding dip at large
negative wave numbers when we average over all wave
numbers, see Fig. 7. Spectra at smaller wave numbers, both
positive and negative, do not have distinct features.

Integrating the wave-number-frequency spectra shown in
Fig. 9 over frequency, we arrive at wave-number spectra, see

Fig. 11. TheL-mode wave-number spectrum peaks atkR

, ±3 cm−1 and the EDAH-mode wave-number spectrum
peaks atkR, ±4 cm−1. The maxima of the wave-number
spectra are atlL-mode,2.1 cm andlEDA H-mode,1.6 cm. The
value of rs sion Larmor radiusri evaluated at the electron
temperatured is 1.3 mm in the plasma core for bothL and
EDA H modes and decreases towards the edge.

The final topic in this section is tracking of the QC-mode
wave number and frequency. The QC mode is tracked by
calculating a series of wave-number-frequency spectra as the
ones shown in Fig. 9 for a reduced frequency range. There-
after the two maxima of the QC mode at negative and posi-
tive kR are found; the results are shown in Fig. 12. The top
plot shows the QC-mode frequency for negativespositived kR

as a redsblackd line. We remind the reader that a negative
spositived kR corresponds to the bottomstopd of the plasma.
As noted earlier, the QC mode is not visible during the initial
stage of the EDAH mode, but appears at 0.68 s, 70 ms into
the EDA H mode. It begins at 180 kHz, decreasing to 125
kHz in 100 ms where it stays for the remainder of the EDA
H mode. The second plot from the top shows the QC mode
kR. The averagekR from 0.85 to 0.95 s is −4.0s5.1d cm−1,
corresponding to phase velocitiesvR=v /kR=−2.0s1.5dkm/s.
We show the core toroidal velocityvf measured by a tangen-

FIG. 9. sColord. Two-dimensional
Fourier transform spectra ofL mode
sleft-hand plotd and EDA H mode
sright-hand plotd. The spectra are aver-
aged over 10 ms and shown with a 5
kHz frequency resolution.

FIG. 10. Left: Autopower spectra atkR=5.2 cm−1 for L mode ssolid lined
and EDAH modesdotted lined. Right: Same spectra as in the left-hand plot,
but the frequency scale of theL-mode spectrum has been multiplied by a
factor of two. The spectra are averaged over 10 ms and shown with a 5 kHz
frequency resolution.

FIG. 11. Wave-number spectra forL modesdiamondsd and EDAH mode
strianglesd. The spectra are integrated from 20 kHz to 2 MHz and averaged
over 10 ms.
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tially viewing x-ray crystal spectrometer system30,31 in the
third plot from the top. This diagnostic provides absolutevf

measurements of injected argon impurities with a spatial
resolution of 2 cm. The velocity is close to zero inL mode,
but the plasma begins to rotate in the positivescocurrentd
direction after entering the EDAH mode. The velocity
reaches steady state, which in this case is 70 km/s, after
about 150 ms. Toroidal rotation is measured at three radii,
corresponding tor=r /a of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.6. Information
from a fourth position is also available at the sawtooth inver-
sion radiussr,0.2d using measurements of rotating mag-
netic perturbations.32 Generally it is found that toroidal rota-
tion moves from the outside in, suggesting an edge source of
toroidal momentum propagating towards the plasma core on
a time scale longer than the EDAH-mode energy confine-
ment time tE=85 ms.31 Eventually, the toroidal rotation
settles with a flat profile in EDAH mode.

The measured QC-mode wave numbers along the major
radius can be converted to poloidal wave numbers:

ku = kRusinau, s13d

wherea=arctansBR/Bzd is the angle between vertical and a
flux surface.8,10 If we use the intersection between the last
closed flux surfacesLCFSd and R=0.7 m, we find thatabot

=52° andatop=−61°, see Fig. 13. The flux surface angle is
evaluated at the LCFS because the QC mode has been pin-
pointed to exist there by spatially localized fluctuation mea-
surements, e.g., reflectometry,5 probes,17 and gas-puff
imaging.33 Using these angles and Eq.s13d we find that
ku,bot=−3.2 cm−1 and ku,top=4.5 cm−1. The discrepancy of
1.3 cm−1 between top and bottom is currently not understood
and a topic of active investigation. If the QC-mode fluctua-
tions are aligned along field linessk ·B=0d the asymmetry

should be reversed, i.e., the largestku located at the bottom
of the plasma.17 Using the found poloidal wave numbers we
can estimateEr at the QC-mode position using Eq.s11d and
assuming that the observed frequency is exclusively due to
the Doppler shift:Er,bot=−16 kV/m andEr,top=−11 kV/m.

B. Cross diagnostic correlations

In the preceding section we focused on the new PCI
measurements of density fluctuations duringL and EDAH
mode. We now correlate those measurements with fluctua-
tions in Da light andBu, the lines-of-sight are shown in Fig.
3. At the end of the present section, we investigate the cor-
relation between density fluctuations and the electron tem-
perature measured by electron cyclotron emissionsECEd.34

FIG. 12. sColord. Tracking of the
dominant QC-mode wave number and
frequency vs time. In the top plot we
display the frequency where the two-
dimensional Fourier transform spectra
have a maximum in the frequency in-
terval shown. The frequency resolu-
tion is 5 kHz, time resolution 1 ms. In
the second plot from the top we show
the correspondingkR. For the two top
plots, the redsblackd traces are for
negativespositived kR. The third plot
from the top shows the core toroidal
velocity and the bottom plot shows
wave forms of stored energysblackd,
ICRF powersredd, andDa light sblued.
The vertical dashed line marks the
transition fromL to EDA H mode.

FIG. 13. Flux surface anglea vs r for shot 104 03 10 007 atR=0.7 m and
0.9 s. The vertical dashed line indicates the LCFS and the diamond marks a
point beyond the bottom of the plasma,z=−0.4 m.
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For the figures shown in this section, we use the PCI
measurements from core channel 17 as thex series in Eq.s9d,
so correlations at positivesnegatived time lagst mean that
density fluctuations integrated along this chord occur first
slastd.

Shown in Fig. 14 is the correlation between PCI band
powers fsee Eq.s2dg and Da light sleft-hand plotd or Bu

sright-hand plotd. The PCI signals are calculated in 50 kHz
bands and the time resolution of all quantities is 0.5 ms. For
each PCI frequency band, we correlate with the rms value of
Da light or Bu. So, only the PCI measurements are frequency
resolved for the correlations studied. The length of the series
used is 100 ms, 50 ms on either side of theL- to EDA
H-mode transitionsfrom 0.56 to 0.66 sd. The QC mode is not
strong during this interval, so it is not visible in the correla-
tions. We show time lags up to ±25 ms and PCI frequencies
up to 2 MHz.

In the left-hand plot of Fig. 14, two features separated in
frequency are visible: A low frequency correlation between
100 and 400 kHz, where the maximum correlation occurs for
zero t, and another region extending from 600 kHz to be-
yond 2 MHz. These high frequency correlations are also cen-
tered at zerot at the lowest frequencies, but the maximum
shifts to t=10 ms at higher frequencies, which means that
the PCI turbulence precedes theDa-light fluctuations by 10
ms. This transition int takes place in the vicinity of 800
kHz. The time scale of the correlations as defined by the full
width at half maximumsFWHMd is associated with the tem-
poral evolution of theL- to EDA H-mode transition, not with
single turbulent events. Those events would have lifetimes of
order a few microseconds and should be studied by calculat-
ing, e.g., autocorrelation functions using the PCI data exclu-
sively. However, due to triggering issuessnow resolvedd with
the data presented here, our interdiagnostic accuracy was
limited to about ±100ms. Correlations could be investigated
separately inL and EDAH mode as has been done forL and
ELM-free H modes in W7-AS.26–28

In the right-hand plot of Fig. 14, two features separated
in frequency are also observed. The overall correlation am-
plitudes are somewhat reduced with respect to theDa-light
ones. Maximum correlation for the low frequency feature
between magnetic and density fluctuations is at zerot, al-
though somewhat asymmetric in time lag: A high correlation
remains for negativet, where PCI measurements are de-
layed, so the decay of density fluctuations is slower than that
of magnetic turbulence. For the high frequency feature, the

sign where the correlation has a maximum has reversed com-
pared to theDa-light analysis: Now, the correlation peaks for
t=−10 ms, i.e., magnetic fluctuations are measured 10 ms
before the density fluctuations. Further, the maximum corre-
lation occurs at higher PCI frequencies, between 1.1 and 1.5
MHz. The observation of two features separated in frequency
might be linked to the two slopes at fixed wave number in
EDA H mode, see Fig. 10. In W7-AS lowershigherd frequen-
cies originated outsidesinsided the LCFS and were rotating
in the ion selectrond DD direction.35

Correlations between the PCI band-power integrated
from 20 kHz to 2 MHz and 11 ECE channels covering the
outer half of the plasma are shown in Fig. 15. The ECE
measurements are from the grating polychromator 2
system.36 The structure is rather uniform all the way from the
core to the edge ECE channels, the maximum correlation is
centered att=−10 ms, so the temperature starts to rise be-
fore the density fluctuations react at theL- to EDA H-mode
transition.37 The temperature reacts to the ICRF heating im-
mediately as it is ramped upsfrom 0.6 sd, but the density
fluctuations do not respond to the external heating until it
results in theL- to EDA H-mode transition.

FIG. 14. sColord. Left: Cross correla-
tion betweenDa light and density fluc-
tuation band powers from PCIschan-
nel 17d vs band central frequency and
t sunits of 0.5 msd. Right: Cross cor-
relation between the poloidal magnetic
field and density fluctuation band
powers from PCI vs band central fre-
quency andt sunits of 0.5 msd. The
cross correlations in both plots are cal-
culated using a 100 ms time window
centered on the transition fromL to
EDA H mode.

FIG. 15. sColord. Cross correlation between temperatures and density fluc-
tuation band power from PCIschannel 17, integrated from 20 kHz to 2
MHzd vs the position of the temperature measurements andt sunits of 0.5
msd. The vertical line shows the position of the LCFS from EFIT. The cross
correlations are calculated using a 100 ms time window centered on the
transition fromL to EDA H mode.
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IV. EDA H- TO L-MODE BACKTRANSITION

A. Localized density fluctuations

We now shift our attention to the backtransition from
EDA H mode toL mode, the so-called EN mode,14 see the
wave forms in Fig. 2. After the backtransition a strong in-
crease in the neutron rate is observed, see the trace in the
bottom plot of Fig. 2, leading to the backtransition being
dubbed the EN-mode. The basic evolution of the density
profile during the EN mode is shown in Fig. 16: The EDA
H-mode profile is flat in the core and has a very steep gra-
dient at the plasma edge. TheL-mode profile shown was
measured 6 ms after the backtransition as defined by the
increase ofDa-light emission. The central density has not
been affected at this point in time, but the edge density has
decreased by a factor of 2. The enhanced neutron rate at
fixed central density implies that the central ion temperature
has increased—in spite of the apparently increased particle
transport in the outer part of the plasma. The implied reduc-
tion in ion thermal transport might well be related to the
increased density gradient, which is known to have a stabi-
lizing influence on ion temperature gradient driven modes.

The disadvantage of the Thomson scattering profile mea-
surements is the limited time resolution, in this case 33 ms.
To show the backtransition with higher temporal and spatial
resolution we therefore additionally use visible bremsstrah-
lung measurements,38 see Fig. 17. For those, the temporal
resolution is 0.5 ms and the spatial resolution is 1 mm. A
complicating factor in the bremsstrahlung profiles is that
they contain information not only on the density, but also the
square root of the effective plasma charge,Zeff. However, the
bremsstrahlung profiles provide the reader with a better sense
of the density depletion in the outer portion of the plasma
swhereZeff.1d following the backtransition.

One of the new reflectometer channels has a frequency
of 132 GHz, corresponding to a cutoff density of 2.2
31020 m−3. This value is shown as a horizontal dashed line
in Fig. 16. As seen from the Thomson scattering density
profiles, the reflecting layer moves from the steep edge den-
sity gradient in EDAH mode to being above the pedestal and

localized atR ,0.85 m inL mode. So, the fluctuations ob-
served are localized further inside the LCFS as time passes.

In Fig. 18 we show the spectrogram of the 132 GHz
reflectometer channel for the discharge with backtransitions.
Two prominent features are visible:sid The QC mode is seen
during EDAH mode, including second and third harmonics
andsii d strong broadband turbulence is observed inL mode.
The harmonics observed are not “real” and are due to the
following effect: The phase delay detected by the PCI diag-
nostic is much smaller thanp, but comparable top for re-
flectometry. This is because the probing wavelength of the
reflectometry systems2.3 mm at 132 GHzd is much longer
than the CO2 laser wavelength employed by PCIs10.6mmd
and the phase change is proportional to wavelength. So the
amplitude of the microwave is refracted by and scattered
from the QC mode. Since both the amplitude and phase of
the microwaves are affected by the QC mode, calculating the
Fourier transform leads to the appearance of harmonics in
the autopower spectra as seen in Fig. 18. PCI spectrograms
from the same shotsnot shownd show no signs of harmonics.
Broadband turbulence during the EN mode does not appear
to develop over time, the spectral shape is unchanged. It is
interesting to note that the QC mode weakens and finally

FIG. 16. Thomson scattering density profiles inL mode sdiamondsd and
EDA H modestrianglesd. The two vertical lines indicate the magnetic axis
sleftd and the LCFSsrightd from EFIT. The cutoff density for the 132 GHz
reflectometer channel is shown as a dashed horizontal line.

FIG. 17. sColord. Bremsstrahlung profiles covering 25 ms at the transition
from EDA H to L mode. The profiles are colorcoded so that red is the first
time slicesEDA H moded and black the lastsL moded. The two vertical lines
indicate the magnetic axissleftd and the LCFSsrightd from EFIT.

FIG. 18. sColord. Main plot: Spectrogram of the 132 GHz reflectometer
channel vs time. The color scale is logarithmic, time resolution is 1 ms, and
frequency resolution is 5 kHz. The vertical dashed line marks the transition
from EDA H to L mode studied. Bottom plot: Traces of stored energy
sblackd, ICRF powersredd, andDa light sblued.
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disappears in the EDAH modes before the backtransitions,
as has been reported previously.39 This is a real phenomenon;
it does not happen because the plasma density changes so the
cutoff layer moves away from the QC-mode position. That
has been verified by PCI measurements for the discharge in
question, where the QC mode vanishes earlier than the back-
transitions as well.

B. Cross diagnostic correlations

We wish to employ correlation techniques to the EN
mode in this section, as we did for the study of theL- to
EDA H-mode transition in Sec. III B.

In Fig. 19, we use the 132 GHz reflectometry measure-
ments as thex series in Eq.s9d, so correlations at positive
snegatived time lagst mean that the localized density fluc-
tuations occur firstslastd. The reflectometry measurements
are correlated withDa light sleft-hand plotd or Bu sright-hand
plotd and are calculated in 50 kHz bands; the time resolution
of all quantities is 0.5 ms. For each reflectometer frequency
band, we correlate with the rms value ofDa light or Bu. The
length of the series used is 20 ms, 10 ms on either side of the
EDA H- to L-mode transitionsfrom 1.145 to 1.165 sd. We
show time lags up to ±5 ms, frequencies up to 500 kHz.

In the left-hand plot of Fig. 19, one main structure is
apparent, a strong correlation having a maximum fort
=−2 ms at 100 kHz and a maximum for zero time lag at 500
kHz. So reflectometry measurements in the 100 kHz range
are delayed 2 ms relative toDa light. This difference de-
creases for higher frequencies and finally disappears. It can
be interpreted to mean that higher frequency fluctuations are
observed first at the backtransitionsand at the same time as
the Da light sees the transitiond, followed by the lower fre-
quencies. The FWHM of the cross correlation is an indica-
tion of the intrinsic time scale of the backtransition. For the
lowest reflectometer band power, 0 to 50 kHz, there is a
strong anticorrelation between density andDa-light fluctua-
tions, i.e., the reflectometer signal drops whereas the
Da-light signal increases.

The structure shown in the right-hand plot of Fig. 19 is
the cross correlation between reflectometer band powers and
magnetic fluctuations. It is similar to the one found for the
correlation withDa light, but the maximum correlation is
shifted towards larger negative values of time lag, sot
=−5 ms for the maximum at 100 kHz whilet=−1 ms at 500
kHz. Again, this points towards the tentative conclusion that

higher frequencies change first at the backtransition, but for
all frequencies the transition is observed in the magnetic
measurements first.

Correlations between PCI band powers integrated from
20 kHz to 2 MHz for 31 PCI chords and the rms amplitude
of the 132 GHz reflectometer signal are shown in Fig. 20.
The reflectometry data has been high pass filtered at 20 kHz.
The prominent anticorrelation seen in the central PCI chan-
nels is due to two separate events at the backtransition: The
reflectometry amplitude decreases immediately before the
backtransitionsmainly because the QC mode weakensd, then
increases following the transition toL mode. Conversely, the
PCI signals increase at the backtransition and decay after a
brief peak in the band power. The changes in reflectometry
occur about 1 ms before PCI reacts. The anticorrelation has a
minimum for t=−1 ms and the PCI structure is probably
localized in the plasma core, since the anticorrelated struc-
ture is limited to the central portion of the PCI coverage. The
width of the structure is comparable to the size of theq=1
surface.

FIG. 19. sColord. Left: Cross correla-
tion betweenDa light and density fluc-
tuation band powers from the 132
GHz reflectometer channel vs band
central frequency andt sunits of 0.5
msd. Right: Cross correlation between
the poloidal magnetic field and density
fluctuation band powers from the 132
GHz reflectometer channel vs band
central frequency andt sunits of 0.5
msd. The cross correlations are calcu-
lated using a 20 ms time window cen-
tered on the transition from EDAH to
L mode.

FIG. 20. sColord. Cross correlation between PCI band powers integrated
from 20 kHz to 2 MHz and the amplitude of the 132 GHz reflectometer
channel vs the major radius of the PCI chords andt sunits of 0.5 msd. The
vertical line shows the position of the magnetic axis from EFIT. The reflec-
tometer signal has been high pass filtered at 20 kHz. The cross correlations
are calculated using a 20 ms time window centered on the transition from
EDA H to L mode. The correlation for channel 7 was left out due to an
electronics fault inside the detector.
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Fluctuations in L and EDA H mode

We would like to discuss some of the physics implica-
tions that our measurements reported in this paper have.

First of all, the interpretation of power spectra con-
structed from PCI and reflectometry is different; PCI spectra
are proportional todn2 and reflectometry spectra are propor-
tional to sdnc/ncd2 as we explained in Sec. II C1. This has
the consequence that a direct comparison of the PCI and
reflectometry spectra shown to this point is not meaningful.
One can calculate an approximate measure of the relative
PCI density fluctuation level by dividing the spectra by the
square of the line integrated density, see the left-hand plot in
Fig. 21. The PCI band power normalized by density squared
shows a clear drop at theL- to EDA H-mode transition, but
subsequently increases and reaches theL-mode level at the
time when the QC mode appears, at about 70 ms into the
EDA H mode. During the remainder of the shot the relative
density fluctuation level does not develop significantly. The
main reason that the relative fluctuation level is comparable
for L and EDA H mode is the QC mode. Broadband
turbulence—after normalizing—actually decreases strongly
at theL- to EDA H-mode transition, consistent with a sup-
pression of broadband turbulence associated with the transi-
tion. So what is observed is a combination of a drop in
broadband turbulence and an increase in turbulence due to
the QC mode. We should note that normalizing the PCI spec-
tra using density squared is a somewhat coarse approach,
since the PCI measurement is integrated along a chord over
which the relative density fluctuation level is known to vary,
see Eq.s14d in Sec. V B. The right-hand plot in Fig. 21
shows reflectometry band power, a quantity that represents
the localized relative density fluctuation level squared. The
two L modes are clearly distinguishable from the three EDA
H modes, but again we find that the total fluctuation level in
the two confinement regimes is comparable, especially when
a strong QC mode is present as in the final EDAH mode. So
reflectometry measurements are also dominated by two ef-
fects at theL- to EDA H-mode transition: A decrease in
broadband turbulence and an increase due to the QC mode.

An important outcome of the high frequency PCI mea-
surements has to do with comparisons to turbulence codes.
For example, the boundary plasma turbulencesBOUTd
code8,10,40 has been used to simulate EDAH modes in

C-Mod. A resistiveX-point mode with characteristics close
to those of the QC mode was identified using BOUT. How-
ever, the mode found in the simulations also predicted ac-
companying modes at frequencies in the vicinity of 1 MHz.41

Before the PCI upgrade this prediction could not be verified,
since the Nyquist frequency of the old system was 500 kHz.
However, our new measurements show that no coherent
modes of order 1 MHz are present in EDAH mode, see Fig.
7. This prompted a revision of the BOUT code, where sev-
eral problems were identified and corrected.42 In the new
version of the code, the high frequency features no longer
appear, but the QC mode is still successfully modeled. This
example shows how fruitful direct comparisons between tur-
bulence simulations and measurements can be; we will con-
tinue along this path in future work. Linear gyrokinetic simu-
lations addressing broadband turbulence inL and EDA H
mode have been initiated, showing that ion temperature gra-
dient driven modes exist in the outer half of the plasma both
in L and EDA H mode.43 This work will be extended to
include nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of a wide variety
of C-Mod plasmas.

We have interpreted our measured turbulence autopower
spectra as having a significant shift due to Doppler rotation.
If one assumes that the frequencies observed by PCI are
dominated by the Doppler shift,Er measurements could lo-
calize the region from which the turbulence originates, see,
e.g., Ref. 44. Until now, detailedEr profiles have not been
measured in C-Mod, but a new charge exchange recombina-
tion spectroscopy system has become operational.45 This di-
agnostic will enable measurements ofEr profiles and shed
light on the location of the PCI measurements.

B. Future analysis and experiments

This paper is meant to present new diagnostic capabili-
ties of PCI and reflectometry in C-Mod leading to an im-
proved understanding of the behavior of turbulence at the
transition fromL to EDA H mode and back. The analysis
tools used in this paper can be expanded upon significantly,
both by employing other techniques and by examining other
measurements.

In terms of additional tasks specific to PCI, we can use
the sound burst to calculate absolutely calibrated density
fluctuations along the chords in units of m−2. Autocorrela-
tions can be studied to obtain information on the lifetime of

FIG. 21. Left: Band power of a core
PCI channel s17d vs time for shot
104 03 10 007. The band power has
been normalized by the line integrated
density squared. The frequency range
is f20 kHz, 2 MHzg and the time reso-
lution is 1 ms. The vertical dashed line
marks the transition fromL to EDA H
mode. Right: Band power of the 132
GHz reflectometer channel vs time for
shot 104 03 10 021. The frequency
range isf20 kHz, 500 kHzg and the
time resolution is 1 ms. The vertical
dashed line marks the transition from
EDA H- to L-mode studied.
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single turbulent eventssof order a few microsecondsd. The
large number of PCI chords should also make it possible to
do what we call “brute force localization.” Assuming a func-
tional form of the relative fluctuation level vsr

dnsrd
nsrd

= b + crp, s14d

where b,c, and p are fit parameters,29,46 and entering this
expression into the equation for the line integrated PCI mea-
surements, we can obtain the fluctuation profile. Localized
small-angle scattering measurements have previously been
used in conjunction with Eq.s14d to calculate turbulence
profiles in both the Tore Supra tokamak29,46,47 and the
W7-AS stellarator.26,35,48To model EDAH-mode turbulence
profiles we would add another term describing the position,
width, and amplitude of the QC mode to the right-hand side
of Eq. s14d.

As far as reflectometry is concerned, we will pursue ob-
servations related to ITBs using the new high frequency
channels. That includes a more comprehensive study of EN
modes and other transient ITBs such as those created by
lithium pellets.49 The problem with steady-state ITBs from
the reflectometry point of view is high edge densities pre-
venting measurements localized in the vicinity of the ITB.
This is an issue both for Ohmic ITBs and ITBs created using
off-axis ICRF heating. However, low density ICRF heated
EDA H-mode plasmas have been created by reducing the
plasma current to 600 kA. The EDAH mode is a prerequisite
for the formation of steady-state ITBs in C-Mod. In the left-
hand plot of Fig. 22 we show Thomson scattering density
profiles in one of these low density discharges, both inL and
EDA H mode. During the EDAH mode, the pedestal density
remains far below the 132 GHz reflectometer cutoff, so this
type of shot is suitable as a target for low density ITB plas-
mas where the high frequency reflectometer channels would
reflect off the ITB. The existence of a strong EDAH mode is
confirmed by reflectometry measurements at 88 GHz shown
in the right-hand plot of Fig. 22. Two EDAH modes sepa-
rated by a briefL mode are seen, 88 GHz corresponds to a
density of 0.9631020 m−3. During the current experimental
campaign, we plan to construct this type of low density ITB

discharge and measure localized turbulence at the barrier us-
ing reflectometry. Additionally, line integrated density fluc-
tuations will be monitored using PCI.

Analysis that can be applied to both the reflectometry
and PCI diagnostics is the calculation of cross-power
spectra50 between channels to study correlated structures.
Correlations on faster time scales within one diagnostic
might provide additional information on those structures.
Separate correlations inL and EDAH mode on time scales
faster than 0.5 ms should be studied. Statistical analysis to
investigate various moments of the probability distribution
function se.g., the varianced remains to be performed.

C. Diagnostic upgrades

We would like to sketch the planned upgrades to the PCI
and reflectometry diagnostics over the next couple of years.

PCI has already received an extensive overhaul during
2003-2004, including the installation of a new acousto-
optical modulator to detect ICRF generated waves, an in-
crease in the amount of channels from 12 to 32, new broad-
band preamplifiers and fast data acquisition. A few tasks
remain to be done for the current setup, including measure-
ments of the frequency response of the detectorssnominally
sensitive to 10 MHzd and an increase of the bias current to
the detectors from 10 to 35 mA, the detector spec. The abil-
ity to increase the bias current has already been built into our
new preamplifiers. A new CO2 laser has been installed, in-
creasing our laser power from 25 W to 60 W. All the steps
described above will increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Modi-
fications to the optics will be made to increase the maximum
kR to 30 cm−1 sfrom the current maximum of 8 cm−1d. The
main purpose of this upgrade is to investigate whether elec-
tron temperature gradientsETGd driven turbulence51,52exists
at these small scales. ETG modes are predicted to be found at
high frequencies, so our data acquisition system supports the
option of sampling fewer channels faster, e.g., we can sample
16 channels at 20 MHz instead of all 32 channels at 10 MHz.
Vertical localization of the PCI measurements will be at-
tempted following the technique demonstrated in
Heliotron-E.53 The method relies on the fact that the pitch
angleb=arctansBR/Bfd of the magnetic field changes along

FIG. 22. sColord. Left: Thomson scattering density profiles inL modesblack diamondsd and EDAH modesred trianglesd. The two vertical lines indicate the
magnetic axissleftd and the LCFSsrightd from EFIT. The cutoff densities for the 88 and 132 GHz reflectometer channels are shown as dashed horizontal lines.
Right: The main plot shows the spectrogram of the 88 GHz reflectometer channel vs time. The colorscale is logarithmic, time resolution 1 ms and frequency
resolution 5 kHz. The vertical dashed line marks the transition fromL to EDA H mode studied. The bottom plot displays traces of stored energysblackd, ICRF
power sredd, andDa light sblued.
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a vertical chord passing through the plasma, see Fig. 23.
Since fluctuation wave numbers are mainly perpendicular to
the field lines, they also rotate from the bottom to the top of
the plasma.46 This rotation is imaged onto the phase plate
used in the PCI system, so by partially masking that phase
plate we can select a vertical region of interest.

The original AM reflectometry system on C-Mod con-
sisted of five fixed frequency channels from 50 to 110 GHz.
That system could be used both for density profile and fluc-
tuation measurements, although the sensitivity to turbulence
was reduced due to the subtraction of upper and lower side-
bands inherent to the AM system. Since that system was
installed, a high resolution Thomson scattering diagnostic
has been brought into operation, removing the need for re-
flectometry profile measurements. Therefore, we will convert
the AM system to being dedicated to fluctuation studies, re-
moving the AM to increase the system sensitivity to fluctua-
tions. This was already done to the 88 GHz channel in the
late 1990s, but remains to be done for the other four frequen-
cies. Components have been bought for this purpose and the
upgrade will take place over the next few years.

The two high frequency channels at 132 and 140 GHz
installed in a collaboration with PPPL are already opera-
tional, although the 140 GHz channel is not working reliably
yet. This is due to a combination of electronics issues and a
low power frequency source.

Data from both the low and high frequency channels is
sampled 12 bit at 1 MHz, limiting our frequency detection to
500 kHz. An upgrade of this acquisition system to a setup
similar to that already implemented for PCI is also foreseen
to be done for reflectometry.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized theL- to EDA H-mode transition
in C-Mod plasmas using the recently upgraded PCI diagnos-
tic. The expansion of diagnostic capabilitiesse.g., 12 to 32
chords, 1 to 10 MHz sampling rated was used to study broad-
band turbulence and the QC mode associated with the EDA
H mode. Changes in broadband turbulence at the transition
from L to EDA H mode can be interpreted as being due to

modifications of theE3B rotation of the bulk plasma. Cross
diagnostic correlations using additional fluctuation measure-
ments ofDa light and Bu showed separate features in two
different frequency ranges at the transition. In W7-AS, two
features separated in frequency originated inside and outside
the LCFS. Correlations with the electron temperature lead to
the observation that the electron temperature began to react
well before PCI fluctuations at theL- to EDA H-mode tran-
sition.

The EN mode was investigated by new high frequency
s132 and 140 GHzd O-mode reflectometer channels. This ad-
ditional hardware was installed in an effort to study localized
turbulence associated with ITBs. The EN mode was a suit-
able candidate for this study, since an ITB exists transiently
as the outer density decreases much faster than the core den-
sity in this mode. The fact that the density decays from the
outside inward allowed us to study fluctuations progressing
towards the plasma core. Our results mark the first localized
observation of the QC mode at medium density: 2.2
31020 m−3 s132 GHzd. Correlating the reflectometry mea-
surements with other fluctuating quantities provided some
insight regarding the causality of the EN-mode development.

Our analysis of “vanilla” turbulence in this paper forms
a useful baseline for future investigations of turbulence at
more “exotic” confinement transitions in C-Mod.
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